Abstract. Based on energy-bus equalization network, a double closed loop Fuzzy-PI controller with an adaptive fuzzy coordinator is designed in this paper. The energy in the network can be transferred from one to others through the energy bus. Based on the equalization network analysis, a SOC fuzzy logic controller and a voltage fuzzy logic controller are designed in the outer loop. The adaptive fuzzy coordinator selects one controller as the dominant part outputting the expected current. PI controller directly control the equalization current in the inner loop. The coordinator indirectly combines voltage with SOC and automatically tends to the better one. The proposed control method and the coordinator are verified by simulations and experiments.
Introduction
Under the pressure of the energy demand and environmental protection, popularizing the electric vehicles (EVs) has become an effective measure to solve the above problems. In the EVs, battery systems play a crucial role. Currently, lithium ion batteries are one of the most promising power cells because of their incomparable superiority of high energy density and low self-discharge rate [1] .
In practical applications, in order to meet the EVs for high voltage and high power requirements, many cells must be connected in series or parallel. Unfortunately, Grouped batteries usually occur the inconsistency after several cycles of charging and discharging. The inconsistency means that the battery voltage and state-of-charge (SOC) are not all identical among cells [1] .Sometimes, it may bring about some cells overcharge or overdischarge, which causes irreversible and irreparable damage. Therefore, it is meaningful to research equalization technology to reduce the inconsistency.
At present, the equalization technology generally includes passive equalization [2, 3] and active equalization [4] [5] [6] [7] . The passive equalization methods achieve voltage equalization by utilizing bypass resistances to waste the extra energy. However, the methods also have some drawbacks of high equilibrium temperature and lower equilibrium efficiency. The active equalization methods transfer the energy among cells by energy storage components. These methods have the characteristics of high equilibrium efficiency and balanced speed. Unfortunately, most researchers mainly focus on the equalizing circuit and equalizing control algorithm [8] , while they spend less time selecting an appropriate balanced variable instead of choosing the single variable throughout the whole process.
In this paper, based on an equalization topology that a bi-directional isolated Cuk equalizer with the energy-bus equalization network [9] , a double closed loop Fuzzy-PI controller with an adaptive fuzzy coordinator is designed. The structure of the paper is organized as follows. Analyzing the principle of energy-bus equalization network and designing the equalization control solution are introduced in section 2. Section 3 presents in detail the process of designing the fuzzy-PI controller and the adaptive fuzzy coordinator. In section 4, the designed equalization controller is verified by the MATLAB simulations and experiments, Section 5 draws a conclusion of this paper.
The Equalization Circuit Analysis and Equalization Control
The structure of the energy-bus equalization network is showed in Fig.1 . In the system, energy can be transferred from one cell to others through the energy bus. In the period, some energy are transferred from the battery side to the energy side, the others are transferred from the energy side to the battery side. Besides, cells communicate with each other by the data bus. 
, C 1b and a filter capacitors C 2 . Depending on firstly turning on Q 1 or Q 2 in the first interval, the direction can be described as energy from battery side to bus side and energy from bus side to battery side. Meanwhile, the current relies on the time of conducting Q 1 .
In interval 1, Q 1 is turned on and Q 2 is turned off. According to the differential equations in [9] , the current of i 1 can be expressed as i 1 = (V g /L)ൈt. In the transition process, the current can be expressed as i=V/R(1-e ∧ (-t * (R/L))), and the time constant of inductor is τ=L/R. However, the current is close to a constant when the t>3τ. Thus, in order to guarantee that the i 1 can be controlled, the time must be met T< 3 * τ. And the D is the duty cycle. So the max of i 1 can be calculated as
In interval 2, Q 1 is turned off and Q 2 is turned on. The i 1 and i 2 flow through Q 2 . However, i Q2 may be negative. It is necessary to operate under the synchronous condition that i 1 +i 2 >0.Hence, combining the minimum value of i 1 +i 2 from [9] , the minimum of i 1 can be expressed as
Therefore, the range of equalization current under the synchronous condition can be obtained as
Because the equalizer is completely symmetric, the current for the situation that the energy is transferred from bus side to battery side is
]. Equalization Control. When EVs are running, the balanced management is complexity. A single equilibrium variable does not fit all the equilibrium scenarios. When voltage act as a balanced variable, the benefit is fast response. However, the voltage tends to fluctuate by the discharge current. Furthermore, the batteries are characterised by a flat Open-Circuit Voltage (OCV) when the SOC ranges from 20% to 80%. When use SOC as equalization criterion, it can improve the efficiency. But it is difficult to accurately estimate SOC. Hence, it is desirable to design an adaptive fuzzy coordinator which combines voltage with SOC and adaptively tends to the better one as the output.
Therefore, the double closed loop Fuzzy-PI controller with the adaptive fuzzy coordinator is designed, which is showed in Fig.3 . The SOC works as a known variable in the control system. 
The Fuzzy-PI Equalization Controller Design
In the outer loop, the fuzzy logic controller selects the average and difference of voltage and SOC as input, and outputs expected equalization current. Then, the adaptive fuzzy coordinator tends to the better one as the final output in the outer loop. In the inner loop, The PI controller outputs the signal of PWM to control the equalization circuit.
The Fuzzy Logic Controller Design. In the outer loop, the fuzzy logic controller includes the SOC fuzzy logic controller and the voltage logic controller. All of them select the average and difference as input and output the expected current. The first input that average value takes discharging ability into consideration. The average value represents the state of residue and indicates how much equalizing current allowed. The second input that difference takes into account the equalizing speed. When a cell emerges a large difference among others, it requires a comparative large equalizing current. Therefore, based on the experiences and basic knowledge of circuit, the membership functions of input and output are designed in the Fig.4 .
A the average of voltage and SOC B the difference of voltage and SOC C the output functions Figure 4 . The membership functions of input and output. Where L = low, M = middle, H = high, NL = negative large, NM = negative middle, NS = negative small, Z= zero, PS = positive small, PM = positive middle, PL = positive large. Therefore, the rules database can be designed by these membership functions of linguistical variables, which is showed in the table.1-2.The fuzzy controller is solved by the center of gravity method. by the coordinator, where c 1 , c 2 are the weight coefficients. Hence, the membership functions of input and output is designed in the Fig.5 .
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‫ܿݏ‬ തതതതത A the first input functions B the second input functions C the output functions Figure 5 . The membership functions of input and output. The output of coordinator can be corrected mutually by voltage and SOC. Because the voltage has fluctuation error especially deep discharge and SOC has estimation error. The rules database can be set as Table. 3-4.In the same way, the fuzzy controller is solved by the center of gravity method. Table 3 . The rules of c 1. Table. 4. The rules of c 2.
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The Inner Loop Controller Design. The inner controller takes the PI whose control function is given by u(k)= K p ൈE(k)+K i ൈ ∑ ሺሻ.Where the K p , K i represent the parameters of ratio and integral. The E(k) is the deviation between the expected equilibrium current and the actual equilibrium current. The u(k) is the duty cycle. 
System Simulation and Result Analysis
The simulations are implemented by MATLAB with two cells. In the circuit,
The frequency of the switch is 50kMz. The parameters of PI controller are K p = 0.01, K i =5. And the range of duty cycle is between 0.25 and 0.85.
The equalization process can operate in the charge state, discharge state and idle state as shown in Fig.6-8 . The Fig.6 simulates the idle state. Fig.7 shows the discharge state under the discharge current 1.34A. The charge state with the charge current 2.65A is showed in the Fig.9 . Subgraph A of 
Summary
The structure of this equalization network not only helps achieve a fast equalization, but also has perfect flexibility and extensibility. Based on the equalization network analysis, the double closed loop Fuzzy-PI controller with an adaptive fuzzy coordinator is designed. This approach is verified by simulations and experiments. The simulations show that the fuzzy-PI controller can quickly achieve the consistence among cells. Furthermore, the result demonstrates that the adaptive fuzzy coordinator can availably coordinate the output of SOC fuzzy logic controller and voltage fuzzy logic controller.
